
I vote no! To this. Just as other states are starting to open their states we need
to open Alaska as well. This is unconstitutional and against our freedom rights,
we are not willing to give up our freedom rights over a virus that has a 99.99%
recovery rate! This is a slow global take over, this is a attack on our children
and families, and America is awake, enough! We will not do this no more we
will rise and stand against this because god is on our side. Kids are as
symptomatic and there was no reason to close the schools if that’s the case, if
adults are so worried about the virus have them wear the mask. Just like pro
abortions state” my body, my choice” well is my body and my choice on
weather or not I get to wear the mask or take the COVID vaccine. I say NO!
And I will continue to fight against this and fight for our constitutional rights. 

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
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Dear Sir or Madam,

I am writing in a public testimony for HB-76. I would like to see Anchorage,
Alaska open up without masks. I do not trust that Fauci, Gates, and their
colleagues have We the People of the United States's well-being in mind. If it
be true that they are in this for financial gain shame on them. If it be true that
Gates wants to depopulate the world by vaccines and abortions then masking
is conditioning everyone to accept an unproven to be safe and effective
experimental vaccine. We do not know the long term effects of the MRNA
vaccine. (These are Mark Zuckerberg's words that he stated but quickly
recoiled his statement because of money and those ties)

Bill Gates on depopulation through vaccines and abortion.
The truth shall set us all free. 

!

 

✝

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=LmzeYYWntxw&feature=share

It is ridiculous that anyone is even suggesting that we vaccinate children and
highschoolers above 16 years of age. The vaccine holds a potential risk to
make our people unable to reproduce.

I see these policies put in place infringing on our Constitutional God-given
rights. People are experiencing depression, suicide, loss of income, anxiety
from wearing masks, adverse effects to un-tested, non-FDA approved only is it
pushed through for emergency use. This is all very concerning. Our people
have suffered long enough.

Please consider ending the emergency orders, lockdowns, masks, and stay far
away from forcing vaccinations on the people.
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Billionaire depopulation advocate Bill Gates says we must vaccinate the world.
There are many people who will not accept an experimental potentially life
altering vaccine. We should not have to. 

Please do away with mask wearing, they are not as effective as you may think.
Consult the OSHA Experts. Medical doctors know what to do once a virus
enters the body, OSHA experts know what works and what doesn't work when
it comes to preventing the virus from entering the body.

Please consider making an informed decision, look outside of mainstream
media and use duckduckgo they are not compromised like google is, and be
aware that Fauci and Gates motives could be harming many.
I have done extensive research into who these two people are, I hope you do
the same. Remember to value conservative voices and all voices. We have
good hearts and are looking out for the best interest of all people regardless of
political affiliation, religion, sex, class standing etc.

Thank you for your time and consideration in this matter.

Rachelle Griffitts
99508



To: HHS Committee                                                                          
3/9/2021                                                                                                   
                   

From: Frank Duncklee
P O Box 55382
North Pole AK 99705
 

In reference to HB 76
Although the governor has requested this power, he should not receive
it.
No new emergency declaration authority should be given to anyone.
By the way this bill is very long and wordy. You are trying to affect
way too many aspects of existing law.
You do not give credit to the citizens of Alaska for having any
common sense.
Open the state up and let people live and be responsible for them
selves. That philosophy seemed to work in South Dakota and Florida,
a state of small population and a state with a large population. I am
sure Alaskans will do well if our government will just get out of the
way.
In closing, it is not uncommon that when a group ( committee) get
assigned a task they set around and come up with what seems to be
some good ideas. Stop, call home to some constituents and see what
they think. It may very well be that the committee has some group
think seeping in.
 
Thank for the opportunity to comment,
Frank & Donita Duncklee
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No on HB76 because of inflated infection numbers and medication like
Ivermectin and Hydrocloxorium that cure Covid within 48 hours, thus no
concern for hospital bed shortage, which is the arguement for emergency
orders and lockdowns. It seems this is all about receiving Federal disaster
money,  but in reality, it  should not
be all about   Federal  money,it should be about the side effects of this
experimental biological cocktail, ( not technically a vaccine ) and disaster
these emergency orders are causing.   This should not be about more federal
money  but about the  thousands of Alaskans losing their jobs and kids not
being educated because of these  lockdowns fueled by emergency order. It
should also be about protecting Alaskans from an untested so called " vaccine
".
Vaccines are being used for geonicide in other countries.  In Africa more young
girls die of the vacs than from covid. Dr.s are warning in 3 to 6 months of an
explosion of deaths and life threatening side effects. Why was no informed
consent given ?? IHS has been vaccinating in the villages since December,
without letting anyone know of the dangerous side effects. For example on the
local talk radio a nursing mother said she was breastfeeding and still got
vaccinated.. even though a few months earlier it cleary states at Senate HHS 
meeting to approve the vac with Commissioner Crum and Dr. ZINK on page
132 of the vaccine manual that breastfeeding or even sex should not be
allowed because of infertility and birth defects.
End these lockdowns and pause these vacs because of false Covid reporting. 
On the  20th the WHO announced the PCR testing has been flawed by over
amplification resulting to way too many false positives!!! Immediately stop
amplifying above the 20 amplifications world wide!
(
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 Above was all I was able to testify of because of two minute time
constraints )  Ended with telling them to please end these emergency orders
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and lockdowns that are destroying Alaska ! 
Below is a continuation of related subject material as further evidence to end
these  Cancel Culture Lockdowns and unnessessary emergency orders ;
The over all death rate for all causes in 2020 was below the totals in the last
nine years. I guess masks and distancing also cures deaths from cancer, heart
disease, lung disease, diabetes, obesity, etc!!!!

The  experimental "vaccine "  does not stop the spread of the virus or prevent
you from contracting the virus. It is considered successful if it lowers the
severity of the symptoms!!!! Subjective not Objective! How do you measure
that?

It’s 99.99% survivable 60 yrs and below. Children’s survival is 99.9997%.
Better than the Flu!

The vaccine has killed healthy people and has resulted in 50,000 adverse
reactions. 

No female of child bearing age should take the vaccine due to unknown 
potential adverse reactions to their placenta.!!!

Why does Africa have a death rate from COVID that is only 2% of the US death
rate?? Oh yeah they have Hydroxychloroquine available over the counter. They
take it every Sunday as a preventative for malaria! Hmm!

We have been played!!!!!
Asking you all to end these emergency order lockdowns.
help stop these potentially harmful 
v a c s. 



HHSS,

I do not support HB76 extension of Covid Emergency Declaration.  We never
had a health emergency in the first place.  This has gone on long enough.  End
this madness.   No changes to laws even if it’s temporary.  We all know what
two weeks to flatten the curve turned into, a year!   I oppose HB76

Francesca Allegrezza
Anchorage.

Sent from my iPhone
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